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How common is ticker tape synesthesia

The whole life of some people is annoted closed. Whenever people around them say a word, they can see it spitting out on a tape, like ticker tape. Here's what it's like to live in a world where subtitles are always on. Synesthesia is a relatively common phenomenon. About four percent of the world's population confuses their senses. They hear something when they see certain
colors, or they see colors when they listen to music. Some people taste words, which can make the conversation uncomfortable. And then there are those with what is known as synesthesia tape ticker. They actually see words that come out of a person's mouth. This condition, according to many synesthetes, can be annoying. When they do not understand a language, the
condition can act as a block to understand. While most of us have a hard enough time figuring out what foreign-speakers are saying by facial expressions, context, gestures, and an odd phoneme, ticker tape synesthetes must do so while struggling to deal with more useless input as part of their brains trying to spell words they don't know. They also have a hard time with the
second language, as they must focus on spelling words at the same time when they are listening to them. When learning a language, they must focus on reading it, and spelling it, before they can practice conversations. On the other hand, because they're getting information in a conversation from two sources - or perhaps it's better to say that their brains force them to process
information in two different ways - they are better spellers, and have better memories than people who rely solely on our ears. Ticker tape synesthesia may not come alone. Synesthetes often have some kind of synesthesia, and ticker taper often finds they also have synesthesia indi touch mirrors. When reflective touch synesthetes see others being touched, they feel that touch on
their own body. Scientists believe this can be a form of extreme sympathy, and mirrored people tend to show better recognition of emotional expression than those who do not experience mirror touch. Contact mirrors and ticker tapes seem to be so correlations that scientists have studied to see if they are someone connected. One study found that there was no real connection
between the two. Another finds that the connection is slightly better than the opportunity, but may be due to blurry data. (Synesthesia studies tend to turn up a lot of false positives. In one study sixty percent of the people questioned said they experienced synesthesia, when the population was only about four percent synesthetes.) So while these experiences may be connected,
they may just be two non-related quirks of mind prone to synesthesia in general cases. [Via NCBI, Perception.] The tickertape experience is a subjective phenomenon of visualize the appearance of words that one hears, speaks or thinks, as spiritual subtitles in the eyes of the mind. It has been observed in grapheme-colors have visualized colored letters, but have been studied
very little. We report a survey, out of 425 Norwegian adults from different sub-samples, about the popularity, character and related skills of tickertaping. Our questionn questions are designed to reflect the different levels of automatedity of the experience. While powerful automatic tickertaping appears rare (n=6; CI95 = 0.6% to 3.2% sample), a lower level of text visualization was
reported by more than half of the questionees, showing a continuity between extreme co perception and normal co perception. Tickertaping has not been strongly associated with greater awareness of an inner voice while reading silently. We also found no strong evidence that tickertapers are capable of self-reporting unusual skills in quickly listing words heard, either in outdated
spelling and backward speaking, despite the fact that these skills have been observed in one-case studies of tickertapers. The character's pert personoly tickertaping varies between responders, and includes negative experiences. However, visualize the mostly colorless letters, pointing out that tickertaping is a phenomenon in its own right and not just a consular set of grapheme-
colored synesthesia. We suggest tickertaping is a clear expression of the close connection between phone phonem and graphemic representation of words that, for reasons we do not yet understand, manifest as visual images with a different degree of auto. Word repository: Tickertape, Synesthesia, Tickertape synesthesia, Visual Images, Language, CommonA number of people
report regularly visually visualize the orthopedic appearance of the words they hear, to hear words that cause a band of visual text in the eyes of their minds. The analogy of mental subtitles is often used, and this phenomenon is now commonly referred to as the tickertape experience (e.g. Chun &amp; Hupé, 2013). The date is at least as far back as Galton (1883). Recently there
have been passing references to tickertaping in synesthesia literature and online forums where this phenomenon has been called tickertape synesthesia (Cytowic &amp; Eagleman, 2009; Simner, Mayo, &amp; Spiller, 2009) because an extra visual size to experience sensations is cross-modally caused by hearing input in an insular way. In this document, tickertaping is often
described among grapheme color synesthetes that sometimes visualize words heard in the same letter color that they frequently experience to read words (e.g. Simner, 2007). However, colorless tickertaping can occur in the event of no grapheme-color synesthesia (Chun &amp; Hupé, 2013). Very little experimental research on tickertaping has been conducted. Uned published
works by Linn, Hancock, Simner and Akeroyd (2008) claim above-average spelling, digit beats and degrading speech detection in a group of 12 tickertapers. Price and Mykland has outlined a study of an unn yet published case on AM, a female tickertaper in her twenties Colorless text experience visualizes when she hears words, speaks, or thinks verbally. For longer words, or
sentences, her subtitles move from right to left in the fantasy space. Her tickertaping involves accurately and easily listing letters in long words, and the words in sentences, which are officially displayed as particularly fast in laboratory studies (average RTs of z = −3.1 and −3.2 respectively, compared to 22 control participants). Coltheart and Glick (1974) described another case
study of O, a young woman with vivid colorless word image, who was proficient in speaking backward and showed the ability to spell the whole club backward. Note that O was presented as an example of unusual visual images, rather than synesthesia. Interestingly, at least some proficient backward-speaking people with skills reported in popular media (e.g. YouTube) also report
that this is related to easy word visualization. Recently, Bastiampillai, Dhillon, and Chui (2014) reported tickertaping - experienced from childhood - in an adult psychiatric patient, and speculated whether this may have been cause and effect related to a temporal lobe cyst diagnosed in late ailence. Here we present a survey on the popularity and related characteristics of
tickertaping in a Norwegian sample of ordinary adults. In particular, we want to survey tickertaping in a sensitive way to different automatic levels of the experience. While some people may tickertape in a compulsory way whenever they hear words, official observations show that others may have a less powerful automatic image of words, which occur inactively but sometimes
more. However, others can visualize the words in a way that is under voluntary control, such as coltheart and Glick's O participant (1974), who has been practiced his skills for years. Therefore, more extreme examples of tickertaping may lie at one end of a continuity of individual differences in the automation of clear grapheme activation by phonetizing or activating internal words.
We also aim to complement a recent popular estimate of the most powerful automatic tickertaping that has been included in a broader survey of synesthesia and visual images that have been completed online by 1017 respondents in a French population (Chun &amp; Hupé, 2013). Chun and Hupé estimate strong automatic tickertaping occurs in at least 6.9% of their sampling
population. However, this estimate may be inflated for the following reasons. First, our personal experience of powerful markers, such as AM from Price and Mykland (2013), suggests that word visualization is often caused by words being heard, and in their own words and by verbal thinking. Chun and Hupé classify responders as tickertapers there is rather no response to either
question. One question exploits the visualization automatically caused by hearing, and the other exploits visually caused by speaking or or (The wording is: When you hear someone speak, do you automatically visualize the words that she/he says (like a 'teleprompter' in some way, scrolling in your head)?; When you speak (or think verbally), do you automatically visualize the
words you're saying?) If tickertapers were classified on a yes basis for both questions, the rate would be only 3.3% (our re-calculation is based on Chun and Hupé). Second, false positives for binary with/without question may have been enhanced by potential ambiguity in the wording of the question. For example, word visualizations may have been misunderstood when referring to
visual images of word styling, rather than the orthopedic form of words, especially in the context of other visual questions. In addition, the rather technical concept of automaticity may not always be understood in the intended way. The further purpose of our study is to explore whether tickertapers often report (1) enhanced auditory images of spoken sounds of words that one
silently reads, which can occur if tickertaping is mediad by intense, and two-dimensional, sound-grapheme co-activation; (2) the letter listing skills shown by AM in Price and Mykland's case study (2013); (3) backward spelling or backward speaking skills, as in the typical study of O (Coltheart &amp; Glick, 1974). Finally, we wanted to chart the different meathical aspects of the
tickertape experience. Data is collected on five diverse convenience sub-samples: Visitors to the Natural History Museum (MUSEUM), film festival visitors (CINEMA), students at a Norwegian folk high school for teenagers (HIGH SCHOOL), members of the author's social network (SOCIAL NETWORK) and psychology students (UNIVERSITY). Substy template characteristics are
detailed in Table 1. Characteristics of five sub-samples. From left to right: Sample (no. who was invited to participate), details on setup, reaction rate, gender and ageSampleSetting% response% male rangeMUSEUM n = 168Visitors at the Bergen Museum of Natural History, approached on Sunday near the children's area. Mostly retirees and families with children. (October
2013)86%46%20–76 yearsM = 39.8SD = 12.6CINEMA n = 93Visitors to Bergen International Film Festival, approaching in the lobby area sitting partly while waiting to enter the cinema. (October 2013)77%54%18–68 yearsM = 29.0SD = 12.3HIGH SCHOOL n = 86Students, and some staff, at folk high school near Bergen (Fana Folkehøgskole)*. Complete during lunch break.
(November 2013)96%36%18–47 yearsM = 20.5SD = 5.1SOCIAL NETWORK n = 80The author's social network members, invited to participate via Facebook and e-mail. The invitee cannot be a blood cousin of each other. Distribute as pdf. returned by e-mail. (December 2013).38%35%19–56 yearsM = 26.6SD = 9.5UNDERGRADUATE n = 200Large lectures by university
students in cognitive psychology at the University of Bergen. First for 25 minutes on synesthesia by author M. P., which refers to tickertaping. Fill out the questionn questionn questionn at the break 30 minutes later. (February 2014)85%19%19–36 yearsM = 21.1SD = 2.3The questionnthe questionnthe recommended questions are about individual differences in language
experience. To minimize sampling bias, 9 no tickertaping nor synesthesia were mentioned, except for the COLLEGE sub-sample (see Table 1). Depending on the questionn questions table version, which differs slightly from the sub-samples, the completion takes 5-15 minutes. The overall response rate was 78.6%. This number rises to 84.6% if we exclude small social media sub-
samples, where participants are recruited via email instead of in person and have a lower percentage than other sub-samples. Overall, 465 of the 492 returned questions completed (94.5%). Among them, we removed returns that were filled out using an optional English version of the survey (n=11), and returned from participants who did not give Norway as their native language
(n=39). This led to 425 participants with 34.6% of men and ages 18-76 (M = 28). All the analysis comes from this sub-set of participants. The procedure is in accordance with the ethical guidelines of the Faculty of Psychology of the University of Bergen. The questionno table was written in Norwegian (Bokmål scenario) for all participants included. It first presented descriptions of 4
types of experiences that some people report. Experiences 1–3 are descriptions of marking, caused respectively by listening to words, speaking themselves, or thinking verbally (from now on listening, speaking, and thinking). Experience 1 has been phrased: Some people, when they hear someone talking to them, also have an impression in their mind about the visually written
appearance of words (i.e., as if printed or handwritten), a bit like movie subtitles in their heads. For experiences 2–3, the terms when they hear someone talking to them have been replaced respectively by terms when they speak aloud and when they think for themselves in words. After each description, participants were asked: Please tell me anything in the following sentences
that best describe your own experience. The alternative (original bold text) is: I almost always experienced this, naturally without trying. Sometimes I experience this, naturally without trying. Sometimes I have this experience, but it is something I deliberately. I never or almost never had that kind of experience. I don't know. These multiple response options, in contrast to a variety of
non-technical language experiences, are designed to minimize false positives. Answers to the first three questions were used to create a series of common estimates for the tickertape experience, with different criteria regarding (1) the degree of automation of visualization and (2) the number of touch-enabled experiences. We regulate the determination of participants who have
chosen response 1, for three sensors, as obliged tickertapers; these participants the strongest level of auto and in accordance with our most stringent criteria for marking. A lower level of auto count was shown by participants who chose 1 or 2 responses for all inducers, who were labeled insy will not voluntarily tickertapers. Those who choose 3 responses for all touch are labeled
tickertapers voluntarily. Participants opted for 1 or 2 responses to at least one inducer labeled as × 1. Those who choose to react 1, 2, or 3 for at least one inducer are labeled any × 1. Note that categories overlap; for example, mandatory is a child set of insy will. Experience 4, which uses the same reaction alternatives, describes hearing the sounds of one of the words being read:
Some people, when they read for themselves without speaking, also have an impression in their minds about the sound of words being spoken. Follow-up participants pointed out whether their daily experience included counting letters in words heard, or special abilities for outdated spelling and speaking backward. The satisfying alternatives are Disagree, Uncertainty and
Consent. For museum, CINEMA, and HIGH SCHOOL templates, the question is: When I hear a word being spoken, I feel that if I don't try I almost immediately know how many letters are in the word. When I hear a word being spoken, I can impress your friends with my unusually good ability to spell words out loud out backward. When I hear a word being spoken, I can impress my
friends with my unusually good ability to say backward words. For THE SOCIAL AND UNIVERSITY sub-samples, we re-expressed question 1 because we doubted the very high Consent response rate shown in the previous subs. The accuracy of the word has been improved to: 1. When I hear a word being spoken, then even if it is a word as long as interesting I immediately know
exactly how many letters are in the word. I can do this very quickly, and accurately, without writing down words or counting on my fingers. I just know what the right answer is. For THE SOCIAL AND UNIVERSITY sub-forms (n=184), who filled out the questionnology under lower time pressure, we included 14 additional questions about the meastical characteristics of the tickertape
experience. Guided participants responded only if they had visualization experience for at least one type of touch. Questions about characteristics such as color, movement, fonts, age of onset, etc., as well as experience-related advantages and annoyances. One item, asked whether or not the experience of words envisioned felt projected outside the body, was inspired by the
combined projector distinction in synesthesia research and by previous observations from a case study where tickertapers could report seeing letters in fantasy spaces (i.e. , affiliates, such as AM reported by Price &amp; Mykland, 2013) or projected into outer space (i.e., , such as O reported by Coltheart &amp; Glick, 1974). For this item, a written description is by cartoons,
following Skelton, Casimir, and Mohr (2009), who have suggested that self-reported measures of projector-combination distinction are more reliable if based on illustration rather than purely verbal statements. Age, gender, mother tongue and education level were recorded at the bottom of the questionnology. The effect size for any official comparison between common values is
expressed in a risk ratio (RR; A/common B ratio). They are stated with 95% confidence interval (CI95), and are calculated from 2 × 2 backup tables using online software ( ). The second site is also used to calculate CI95 above the observation rate, using the recommended method of the Wilson point interval with continuous adjustment applied (Newcombe, 1998). Figure 1a
illustrates the estimated range obtained when the criteria for tickertaping are gradually being eased. Only 1.4% of participants (n= 6; CI95 [0.6, 3.2]) meets our most stringent criteria for mandatory word visualization for all three todems (2 males, ages 21, 21, 22, 52, 67 and 68). Most come from the largest sub-samples (three from the MUSEUM, two from COLLEGE, and one from
HIGH SCHOOL). The weaker criteria for insy out-of-pocket tickertaping were met by 8.7% of participants (n=37; CI95 [6.3, 11.9]). Voluntary tickertaping was reported by 4.7% of participants (n=20; 95% CI95 [3.0, 7.3]). The 1st × criteria was met by 29.2% of participants (n= 124; CI95 [25.0, 33.8]). The higher frequency of participants in this category allows for an official
comparison between our five sub-samples, which does not specify a reliable difference [Pearson χ2(4) = 4.22, p = .38]. Our most lenient criteria × 1 criteria were met by 53.4% of participants (n=227; CI95 [48.5, 58.2]), again without reliable differences between sub-samples [χ2(4) = 4.21, p = .38]. In other words, more than half of the overall sample reported some degree of word
visualization. Finally, the percentage of participants who chose the reaction option, I never or almost never had this kind of experience, for all inducers, was 43.3%, (n=184; CI95 [38.6, 48.2]). Therefore, the lack of word visualization is almost entirely so it is less common than at least some degree of word visualization. No support was found for the relationship between word
visualization rates and age, gender, or education level (secondary vs. higher education) (data was not shown). A disabled effect of sex has also been reported by Chun and Hupé (2013). Synthesized on the types of compulsory, inalo voluntary and voluntary responses, the relative ratio of image reports to listening versus speaking versus thinking inducers is 1.0/1.0/1.4. The
inducer thought (CI95 [0.40, 0.50]) was more reliable popular for listening (CI95 [0.29, 0.38]) or speaking (CI95 [0.28, 0.37]). A similar trend has been apparent for visually imperative on its own (1.0/.6/1.8), although unreliable for small n.Visualization for thought also possibility in isolation, without visualization other sensors: The conditional probability of reporting visualization only
shows that CI95 [0.23, 0.36] does not duplicate CI95 to hear [0.07, 0.19] or say [0.01, 0.09]. In addition, visualization for thought is less likely to predict visualizations for all three sensors: The conditional probability that visualizations think would envision for all sensors suggests that CI95 [0.41, 0.55] does not completely duplicate ci equivalents to listening [0.56, 0.72] or saying [0.58,
0.74]. In summary, compared to listening or speaking inducers, inducer thought to be less diagnostic of a generalized tendency to tickertape for all verbal material. Auditory images of the sound of words silently read are a common experience, as expected from extensive documentation of subvocalization while reading (Leinenger, 2014). Using the same grading criteria as for the
words envisioned, 62.1% of participants reported hearing images as mandatory, 17.6% reported being in insular and 10.8% as voluntary (90.6% in total). Only 8.2% claimed to have no experience at all. This is in stark contrast to the feedback sample for visualized words, where 1.4% of participants claimed mandatory visualizations and 43.3% claimed not to visualize words at all
(see Figure 1b). Next, we check whether the auditory image for read words is larger for those who tend to visualize heard words. Of the participants who claimed to visualize compulsory words for all three types of touch, all six claimed to experience the sound of words read to some extent (four mandatory, one inalcion, one voluntary). Despite this, mandatory auditory imaging was
not actually more common among these six participants (66.7%, 4/6) than the rest of the participants (62.1%; 260/419) [tickertapers/others RR = 1.07, CI95 [0.61, 1.90], Fisher exactly p(2 tails) = 1.00]. Similarly, participants who claimed some degree of word visualization (whether inalition or voluntary) for at least one toucher were unlikely to require some degree of auditory visual
experience for reading words (90.3%, 205/227) compared to other participants (90.9%; 180/198) [RR = .99, CI95 [0.93, 1.06], χ2(1) = 0.04, p = 0.84]. If we focus specifically on participants reporting visually required for words heard - which can be considered the opposite of auditory images for reading words - a weak trend for an association is found. Of these participants, 85.7%
(12/14) heard the words they read compulsoryly, compared to 61.3% (252/411) of participants remaining [visualizer/non-visualizer RR = 1.40, CI95 [1.11, 1.75], χ2(1) = 3.43, p(2 tails) = .06]. However, among participants who claimed any level of visualization for listening words, 94.3% (133/141) reported some level of audio experience for reading words, compared to 88.7%
(252/284) of other participants; this comparison has an insignificant effect size [RR = 1.06, CI95 [1.00, χ2(1) = 3.46, p(2 tails) = 0.06]. For the first version of the letter count question, received by 243 participants, participants, responses to experience this skill were reported by 75% of mandatory tickertapers (3/4) compared to the remaining 17% of participants (40/239) [Fisher
accuracy, p(2 tails) = .02]. However, the significant popularity among non-tickertapers suggests the question has been shifted from ambiguity. This was supported by the fact that 26% of participants (n=63) replied that they were unsure. For the rewritten question, received by 182 participants, only 4% answered uncertainly (n=8, including an in insy out-of-pocket tickertaper), and
the only one who answered consented was not among the 2 mandatory, 12 in insy out of will, or 9 voluntary tickertapers. Agreed responses to backspelling and backspeaking skills were reported by 5% (n=20) and 4% (n=18) of total samples (of which 13 reported both skills). Table 2 (part a) compares the reported popularity of a variety of tickertape categories with participants
reporting non-compulsory, in-voluntary, nor voluntary tickertaping (from which no tickertapers). None of our 6 mandatory tickertapers, or 20 voluntary tickertapers agreed to respond. For inalo voluntary word visualization, the backspelling rate among participants increased to 11%, and backspeaking to 8%. Although these ratios give a risk ratio above 2.0 when compared to non-
tickertapers tables, they are not more reliable (i.e. the ratio of 1.0 is in CI95 and the p value for 2 tables × 2 is insignificant; Fisher is correct, both ≥.10). Comparisons were repeated after combining agreed reactions with uncertain reactions, given by 10% and 9% of participants for backspelling and backspeaking respectively (see Table 2, part b). Some current trends are clear for
higher popularity among tickertapers, although it is only for backspelling that the risk ratio is reliable above 1.0, and then only before adjusting for multiple tests. Rate self-reported backspelling and backspeaking skills, comparing between non-tickertapers (Non TT) and three types of tickertapers (TT; Required = required, Invol = involvolerary, Vol = voluntary). Prevalences are
presented separately for (a) agree responses and (b) combined agree and unsure responses PrevalenceTT vs. Non TT prevalence %npRR (CI95)(a) Agree Backspelling4.7%(20/425) Oblig0%(0/6)−− Invol10.8%(4/37).102.49 (0.88, 7.05) Vol0%(0/20)−− Non TT4.3%(16/368) Backspeaking4.2%(18/425) Oblig0%(0/6)−− Invol8.1%(3/37).392.06 (0.60, 6.56) Vol0%(0/20)−− Non
TT4.1%(15/368) (b) Agree/unsure Backspelling15%(64/425) Oblig50%(3/6).043.68 (1.59, 8.53) Invol29.7%(11/37).012.19 (1.25, 3.82) Vol15.0%(3/20)1.01.10 (0.38, 3.23) Non TT13.6%(50/368) Backspeaking13.6%(58/425) Oblig33.3%(2/6).182.61 (0.82, 8.35) Invol21.6%(8/37).201.70 (0.87, 3.31) Vol15%(3/20)1.01.17 (0.40, 3.45) Non TT12.8%(47/368) In summary, the majority
of obligatory, involuntary and voluntary tickertapers clearly do not describe themselves as skilled in any of the three tasks. When the criteria are strict application, nor did we find evidence that self-reported skills are higher than usual among tickertapers. With looser criteria, we still observe a trend expected for higher rates of backspelling, and to lower levels of backspeaking
(though not for voluntary tickertapers). At the observed popularity level, larger sample sizes will be needed to validate these trends with statistical reliability. Sub-sample social networks and universities receive additional questions about the meathotal aspects of their word visualization. Of the 94 eligible participants - i.e., those with some level of visual for at least one inducer -
69% complied with the invitation to answer questions (n=65). This included all 12 participants reporting mandatory or in-voluntary tickertaping, 8/9 voluntary tickertapers, and 30 out of 34 other participants who envisioned insycler for at least one inducer. High compliance to fill out additional questions suggests that these groups have outstanding experience in word visualizations
that they consider natural to report in more detail. In contrast, the questions were answered only by 38% (15/39) of the remaining qualifying participants; that is, many participants who claimed to envision voluntarily for one or two inducers did not see fit to describe their experiences in more detail. This is unlikely due to unclear guidelines, which are highly followed by other types of
participants, and the fact that only one non-compliant participant fills out additional questions. It may suggest that this less conservative category includes many false positives, or at least the experience is not very vivid. It also supports the value of identifying powerful tickertapers on the basis of tickertaping for more than one inducer. Table 3 summarizes the answers between
mandatory, ina voluntary or voluntary tickertapers, for all those for whom the following patterns are clear. Some aspects of experience vary between human beings, and sometimes in a person. This applies to whether words are visualized experienced to move, whether words are visualized in print or handwritten, whether the person experiences the motivation image of writing
words and to the cognitive details of letters with images. Words are visualized primarily colorless, pointing out that the tickertape experience is not primarily a subsc section of synesthesias from color. Although most people report words that are in their heads, a minority claim the expected image, or image that is sometimes expected. The rarity of uncertain responses to this
controversial projector-combination difference suggests that the use of diagrams has succeeded in conveying the question (Skelton et al., 2009). Nearly all experience reports occur for languages other than their native language, with the rest uncertain. Most can't recall when the experience began. Unsurprisingly, so only a minority can confirm a beginning in childhood. A
tickertaper forced report begins to visualize subtitles while thinking verbally watch a movie subtitled in middle school. A tickertaper inconceies mental writing from before physically writing them in tests in middle school. Spiritual puns are only reported by a minority, and therefore cannot afford to be a developed foreword of word visualization for the majority of tickertapers. Almost all
of them rated the image as helpful. However a minority also claim it can be annoying or detrimental. The four participants pointed out that visualizing words in multiple conversations can become confusing, and the two even claimed that their word images interfere with visual perception. Summarize the meathical characters of word visualizations for mandatory (Required), invol, and
voluntary (Vol) tickertapers. Note that results for ina voluntary tickertapers do not include participants who have been listed under mandatory tickertapers. All questions prompted participants to choose between two opposite descriptions of their experiences (e.g. color versus colorless), along with an alternative option to show they were unsure or, when appropriate, different
experiences. An example question is: When you have a spiritual experience of writing forms of a word that you hear, and/or say, and/or think, do you experience words written as colored or colorless (e.g., black and white)? QuestionYesNoVariesUnsureColor? Oblig0200 Vol0620 Invol0901Moving Mail? Oblig0200 Vol1223 Invol2323Motor image of hand written? Oblig0101
Vol2312 Invol0541Visualization is useful? Required10−1 Vol80−0 Invol80−2Annoying/disadvantage? Oblig02−0 Vol06−2 Invol46−0 Many confusing conversations? Required01−1 Vol16−1 Invol35−2Occurs for other languages? Required20−0 Vol50−3 Invol100−0Recall experience begins? Oblig02−− Vol08−− Invol19−−Experienced from an early age? Oblig00−2 Vol31−4
Invol23−5Engage in psychiatric puns? Oblig02−0 Vol35−0 Invol27−1Gives visual interference? Obligation02−0 Vol15−2 Invol17−2Written style? HandPrintVariesUnsure Oblig0110 Vol2213 Invol3511Projection? In the beginningProjectedVaries Not sure Oblig1010 Vol6101 Invol7210Level details envisioned? GeneralDetailedVariesUnsure Oblig0110 Vol3311 Invol6220In our



sample of Norwegian adults, the proportion who report involuntarily visualizing the orthographic appearance of words whenever they are heard, spoken by oneself, and activated during silent verbal thought, lies within a CI95 of 0.6% to 3.2% (point estimate 1.4%). These mandatory visualizers can be considered the most powerful automatic variety of tickertaper. Estimates are
based on a diverse sample with a wide age and high response rate. Our estimate is less than the minimum popularity of 6.9% (CI95 [6.2%, 7.7%]) proposed by Chun and Hupé (2013) for automatic s pin-stamping machines in a French model. However, differences in the way popularity is estimated make direct comparisons problematic. First, our estimates are based on images
report for a combination of listening, speaking and thinking inducers, which risk of tampering positives and corresponds to the experience of the previous tickertapers that we interviewed (Price &amp; Mykland, 2013). In contrast, French research has used visualization criteria for listening sensors (based on a question) and/or a combination of spoken or thought indiverters (based
on the second question). Rescoring French data to estimate the combination of listening and speaking/thinking inducers gives an estimate of 3.3% (CI95 [2.7%, 3.9%]) which overlaps both (1) our own initial estimates (CI95 [0.6%, 3.2%]), and (2) our data when recorded as the same combination of visualizations required for both sensor hearing and touch speaking/thinking
combinations (n=7/425; CI95 [0.7%, 3.5%]). However, this overlap is still academic because estimates differ in terms of the second. While our popularity is expressed as a percentage of the completed questionno table, in a study with a high response rate, the French popularity rate was expressed as a percentage of the distributed questionno questionno table (n=3743) instead of
the actual answerer (n=1017). Chun and Hupé tried to provide a lower conservative estimate and therefore assumed any synesthetes would likely complete the questionnthe. However, with their response rate of just 27%, their popular estimate would be significantly underestimated if this assumption was even partly wrong. In summary, we cannot know whether estimated
differences (or similarities) arise from differences in questions, scores, assumptions about compliance rates for angaries or language groups. It is also difficult to know whether French estimates include those with tickertaping that are less mandatory. In contrast, the format of reaction alternatives in our own research allows us to distinguish the nuances of auto. We separately
estimate a rate higher than 8.7% when including those tickertape for all three inducers, in a way that still feels in inalo voluntary, but can be more occasional and perhaps context-specific. We also identified an additional group of 4.7% of participants reporting voluntary tickertaping for all inducers, as for participants O studied by Coltheart and Glick (1974). However, despite the
differences in automation, the change in other meedothical characteristics of visualization is reported by mandatory, inalo voluntary tickertapers and voluntarily shows the same range (Table 3). This suggests that as the experience becomes more automated gradually, the basic word visualization processes remain constant with voluntary images. When the criteria for tickertaping
are further relaxed, to include those with at least occasional visual inducer with at least one inducer, the percentage of visualizers that grow to exceed the percentage of people visually claimed is rare or nonexistent. It is clear that the potential for false positives will increase when the criteria are eased. This is supported by the fact that voluntary visualization reporter only inducers
often choose not to fill out additional questions about their experience. However, weaker tickertapers form part of the constantly classified experience. This extends from mandatory tickertaping and particularly dynamic voluntary tickertaping, through diffuse varieties of weak tickertaping, to vague types of single-short words that perhaps most of us can evoke in our minds with
some effort. Note that visualization claims are most often for inducer thinking, which is also less predictable of tickertaping to other inducers. Therefore, it is not optimal to react confused to thoughts compared to other inducers, for example in the survey of Chun and Hupé (2013). Another concern is that demand characteristics may have heightued popular estimates for all kinds of
our self-reported tickertape experiences. For this reason, converging behavior tests are important to establish common estimates in, for example, the study of grapheme color synesthesia (Simner et al., 2006). Unfortunately, a behavior marker for tickertaping has not yet been developed. However, we think it is unlikely that a characteristic general need significantly contaminates
our current data. Tickertapers did not show high self-reporting of auditory images to read words, or list letters, or misspel backwards and speak. They also follow the guidelines to report their experiences in more detail and describe the experience in accordance with previous case studies. As tickertaping has been reported to be largely colorless, it is not primarily a child set of
synesthesia grapheme-colors. It appears to be a phenomenon in its own right, although when copper occurs with synesthesia grapheme color, it will still affect the way in which synthetic color associations experience. Perhaps, as was suggested by Chun and Hupé (2013), tickertaping should not be considered a variety of synesthesia at all. First, highly automated and vivid
tickertaping is part of a word visualization classification spectrum that shows strong continuity with normal perception. Second, the additional simultaneous experience (visualization) is not a characteristic pair but comes from the knowledge of the form of letters shared by all literates. Using similar grounds, Rothen and Meier (2013) recently rejected the so-called mirror touch
phenomenon as an example of a real synesthesia. It is parsimonious to show that the transformation in the automaticity and/or vividness of tickertaping involves some exaggeration of the normal and close connection between the linguical and graphemic representations of words in our spiritual lexicon. It is also established that grapheme-to-phoneme activation (grapho-
phonological conversion) is very important to read (Rayner, Pollatsek, Ashby, &amp; Clifton, 2011), and this manifests as often experienced subjective voice inside of sub-vocalization while reading 2014). In accordance with this, about 90% 90% the person who responds claims the auditory image of the sound of silently reading the word. The development of this graph phonem
map during reading reception can be based on advanced connectivity between shell areas related to phonem processing and areas related to visual and orthopedic processing, such as the proposed visually worded area (VWFA) in the left sulcus occipitotemporal (Perrone-Bertolotti et al., 2014). There is also some evidence that phoneme-to-grapheme activation is important. At the
behavioral level, word spelling has an effect on auditory perception (Ziegler and Ferrand, 1998). At the neurological level, literacy shows VWFA's top-down activation during auditory voice processing (Dehaene et al., 2010). Such trigger magnified can potentially mediat visual orthopedics of words to be heard, vocals or secondary vocals, and illustrate how visual visuals often
involve activating visual performances in occipitotemporal areas (Cichy, Heinzle, &amp; Haynes, 2012; McNorgan, 2012). Although our data do not provide strong support that vocal sub-vocals are often clearer among tickertapers, a trend has been detected specifically for a link between mandatory countdowns to words heard and mandatory auditory images. The question of
whether phoneme-grapheme activation in tickertapers is two-dimensional therefore remains open. It also remains un answered why phoneme-to-grapheme activation will become more exaggerated and clear among some people. Currently, we don't know whether important personal differences lie in language processing, visual images, or some interactions between two people.
Speculate, tickertaping can arise from an interaction between high phonenology perception and layout for vivid visual images. Our research temporarily shows that abnormal skills recorded in some case studies of word visualizers are atypical of tickertapers in general. Self-reporting on letter listing skills shown to AM (Price &amp; Mykland, 2013) has disappeared very rarely, even
among the strongest markers, once questionnque wording improves. Spelling and speaking skills backward, as illustrated by O (Coltheart &amp; Glick, 1974) and proven on social media, are also not reported more convincingly among those who mark. Caution is covered here because our data is based on self-reporting. Although both AM and O are aware of their unusual abilities
before the official test, and self-awareness of spelling/backward speaking is justified on social media, behavioural tests can reveal that many markers have these skills but are unaware of them. Most likely, tickertapers have an advantage in getting such skills, but these skills still require considerable practice. Convergence with Chun and Hupé (2013), many aspects the definition of
the experience of tickertapers shows significant changes, e.g. in whether handwritten or printed fonts have been experienced, or visualized words were felt to move. Notably, a number of different experiences in individuals, showing the same flexibility of visual expression as found in more normal visual images. The reported sense of hand writing visual text indicates that the
engine as well as visual images are related to some tickertapers; This experience, which we have encountered before in interviews with tickertapers, has not let our knowledge have been reported before. Characteristics expressed by the majority of tickertapers include visualized words in other languages (although Chun and Hupé report some tickertapers who did not do this), do
not recall the beginning of experience, and experience writing in fantasy spaces rather than expected (although a minority report projections such as Coltheart and Glick's unique case, 1974). While most visualization reports are advantageal, some confusing statements parallel visually in parallel lines of speech. This was reported by the mental tickertaper of Bastiampillai et al.
(2014), and also by AM (personal observation). Reports of interference between word images and visual perceptions consistent with previous reports by O. Negative aspects of tickertaping clearly require further investigation. In conclusion, we suggest tickertaping should not be considered a curious anolym, but as a clear manifestation of phoneme-grapheme activation manifested
as visual images with a different degree of auto. Future work should establish the behavior and neurological correlation of tickertaping, and contribute its potential to understanding the normal processes of image and language processing. We thank all the public institutions that have allowed us to collect data, and the following students who helped collect the data: Rannveig
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